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INTRO: Hi, I'm Sharon and I'm Lisa, and together, We're The Introvert Sisters .

LISA: Welcome guys. Welcome to episode three. We're so excited to be here. We're

very quietly excited, excited in a very introverted way. so let's jump right in. So, our

segments are I N F J because that's our Myers Briggs personality type for both of us.

So today we're going to start with segment N which is a new and notable.

LISA: And so for me, what is notable right now in these Coronavirus times, what's

notable for me is how much Netflix I can consume in any given day. Like it's

ridiculous. It 's actually ridiculous. I have finished an entire series in less than a day.

It's insane. So I know a lot of people are looking for ways to pass the time and I just

wanted to share some of the things that I've been watching on Netflix while self

isolating and eating too many snacks.

LISA: So the first one I want to talk about is Self-Made, which is a limited series. It's

based on the life of Madam CJ Walker who was an African American washer woman

and it's like the ultimate American dream. So she started off as a washer woman and

she rose from poverty to build a beauty empire, based on creating hair products for

women of color, hair products to make their hair, or our hair more presentable to the

mainstream. Again, another topic for another time, but point being, it's really a

wonderful, heartwarming series. It stars Octavia Spencer. I love that it is a mainly

black cast because I love that it's a mainly black cast. I said what I said, and that's

that. one that
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SHARON: Sis don't play .

LISA: It's our time. Okay. So switching gears completely from that. So the other end

of the spectrum, is the English Game. Now this is actually a bout football. I'm calling

it football because that's what it is. It is the English game. So it is about quote

unquote English football. We will not be calling it soccer. Never. Exactly. So, again,

this is another limited series. It is about the origins of the modern game, how the

game came to be set up as it is right now. And it's about two 19th century footballers.

They're on opposite sides of the class divide. You have like the Etonians, the

highfalutin, the Lords and whatever, all the lords and the knights and all of those

people. And then the working class, mil workers, I mean football teams and how

they're pitted against each other and how they finally come together to make, a

better, more inclusive football association. So you don't have to love football to love

this show. Like you are rooting for them, at all stages. and it stars Edward Holcroft,

Kevin Guthrie and Charlotte Hope and that one I finished in less than a day. I should

be embarrassed about that, but I really am not actually. It is what it is. So that was

another good one.

LISA: And then, Sharon, have you, have you watched the English Game ?yet.

SHARON: It has just hit Netflix here and it is on my list.

LISA: Fabulous. Because you guys are going to enjoy it.
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SHARON: Absolutely. My husband is a football fan. So this is going to be great

family viewing for us sometime in the next couple of weeks.

LISA: Sure. Because I know that like obviously like it hits here first and then they're

released on a rolling schedule or around the world. So I wasn't sure when it was

going to get to Barbados

SHARON: I'm still waiting for season six of how to get away with murder.

LISA: Really

SHARON: Yes. I am not happy.

lisa: I shouldn't say this is a fun season.

SHARON: You should not not rub it in

LISA: the other thing that I watched that I initially was 100% against watching, but

actually you know who clued me into it? Y our child.

SHARON: Uh huh?
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LISA: . So Taryn told me, she's like, okay, why don't we watch Love is Blind. And it's

kind of like, guilty pleasure watching. And so it's a reality series slash social

experiment where single men and women are looking for love. and they meet each

other, they date, they court , they do all that stuff before actually meeting in person.

So literally they're in two separate rooms. There's a wall between them and they just

have to talk and try and vibe off each other, read each other, ask each other smart

questions, all that sort of stuff. But it's actually quite fascinating. So it starts off there

and then of course eventually after they get engaged sight un seen that it moves into

the aftermath cause then they're supposed to actually go on and get married and

drama, drama ensues . That's all I can say. It gets messy, messy, messy, and it's a

delightful, ridiculous mess. And I absolutely loved it.

SHARON: Sounds like a great break from reality, which, let's face it, how much bad

news can you read every day, right. Sometimes you have to lose yourself in some

Netflix.

LISA: Oh my gosh, totally. Because, I had actually gotten to the point where I was

waking up everyday like clockwork. And every time you know Cuomo or the

president or anybody was on giving a press conference, I was there, would watch

from beginning to end . I would watch the analysis after the press conference. Then I

would watch the analysis of the analysis and it was like, okay. I was feeling

overwhelmed and Love is Blind was the perfect antidote for that.
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LISA: Great. Okay. What about you? What's on your list?

SHARON: I have also just finished watching Self-Made, which I loved, loved the

black cast, loved the female empowerment because, that was a big theme about

enabling women to earn their own money. So she didn't just rise. She lifted other

people up with her and I loved the series and I cannot get enough of Octavia

Spencer. So, it was a winner for me on all counts.

LISA: Right. And without giving too much away, I was actually surprised about the

whole shadeism/ colorism

LISA: aspect of it, we can relate to that. Y ou've written an entire book about

shadeism colorism. And we'll drop some information about that into the show notes

and so on. But I was interested in how they dealt with it and that they dealt with it so

openly. So that was interesting.

SHARON: It was, it was I thought it really fascinating. And, as we often do these

days, I kept switching between the show and Google to say, wait, did that really

happen? I t was really, really educational. I do that a lot. I'm such a nerd.
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SHARON: Okay. So switching gears from that Grace and Frankie, can I just say, I'm

so sad. I watched the last episode of the last season yesterday. I'm sorry to see it go.

This is Jane Fonda and Lily Tomlin being bad ass retirees navigating the aging

process, sometimes painfully, but always with humor. Right Jane Fonda is uptight

Grace. Lily Tomlin is ex hippie Frankie

LISA: Is she the free spirit?

SHARON: She's the free spirit and she has retained that even in her old age. T the

two of them play off against each other but love each other dearly.

SHARON: And they've survived. Well it's not giving too much away to say that the

series started with their husbands coming out as gay and falling in love with each

other. That is how episode one of season one started. Right. And so they had all of

that to deal with as well. And so I just followed their journey all the way through,

through new relationships, starting businesses. there's a good amount of sass and

snark with all the characters as well.

LISA: Love it. So I'm going to add it to my list.

SHARON: It's just fun. You laugh out loud, you recognize some of the challenges of

getting older. I mean some of us are getting older already, although not quite in their

age bracket, and things that you have to deal with. But Grace and Frankie handle it

with grace and humor. So I love that.
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SHARON: And a complete switch of gears is Snatch. Now, some of you may be

familiar with a Guy Ritchie film called Snatch that came out I think sometime in the

mid to late nineties about a heist.

LISA: Okay, wait, so this is a series based on it?

SHARON: This is a series based on it, a British American series. It stars Rupert Grint

who y ou might know as Ron Weasley if you're a Harry Potter fan. Luke Pasqualino,

Dougray Scott, Lucien Black, and Mark Warren among other people. It's a large cast

and it switches between a gold heist that happened 15 years ago and a gold high

that's happening now. And people keep losing track of the gold. People lost track of

the gold then, people lose track of the gold now. Now it's actually, no, I'm not going to

say it. It's villainy, it's East end Cockney rhyming slang. It's rollicking good fun with a

few shootings. Going to be honest. muffled] , but you know what East End gangster

movie is without one. But it's meant to be funny and it is. Very much enjoyed it. Don't

know that it's as good as the original film, but it's taken some of the elements of that

film and translated them onto the small screen.

SHARON: That one isn't actually on Netflix as far as I know.

LISA: Oh, so where did you, how did you get it?

SHARON: Came into my hand and so that's all I can say.
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LISA: That sounds shady as hell. That sounds like the, the equivalent of it fell off a

truck. I will ask no other questions.

SHARON: I don't know.

LISA: It appears so. You're supposed to be watching about the gangsters not being

the gangsters.

SHARON: I am not a gangster! Onto the next segment.

LISA: So that was good. I'm definitely going to add Grace and Frankie to my list. Oh,

for sure. All right. So yes. So next segment is freedom from noise. O ne of our big

things is introverts is we often find the world just a little bit too. There's just too much

going on. There's too much noise, too much energy, too much input.
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LISA: And so how do we find quiet in a noisy world and usually that's a struggle only

for introverts. B ut actually for extroverts as well, we've been seeing stuff on line and

people who are extroverted, are finding that they need time and space away from

others because they're on lockdown, they're cooped up with their families, kids,

spouses, whatever. Like there's like a whole house full of people, multiple people,

everybody with competing interests and competing agendas, competing schedules,

competing volumes, and they just need a break. So, what do you do because ... I

mean, fortunately I think most people in your household are pretty quiet, but you're in

a household with multiple people. So what have you been doing during your isolation

period

SHARON: Snatch, which is available on prime video. Thank you very much.

LISA: Oh, it didn't fall off a truck? I was like, what's that mean? I'm glad it's not shady.

SHARON: I just wanted to clear that up. because we don't like to be shady people.

We're not those people.

LISA: Girl, Sis, honestly like anybody who knows you knows there there is zero

shadiness. It was just funny the way that you said it,

SHARON: I know, I know. I didn't present it in the best light. It has to be said
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SHARON: But you can watch it. Okay.

LISA: And we'll put the source in the show notes so people know it's all above board.

SHARON: Okay. So well until yesterday when we officially went into lockdown here,

solo walks have been a lifesaver.

LISA: Okay, so, so listen, I know this is going off topic a little bit, but can you tell me

a little bit more about that . So you're in Barbados. What happened yesterday versus

before? Okay, so now we're going off topic a bit, but it's kind of like off topic and on

topic cause it's still talking about self-isolation. W hat happened?

SHARON: Well, what happened is we now have 45 cases; they have shut the

beaches. They have shut the parks. They have forbidden people to congregate in

large groups outside their family.

LISA: The borders are closed?

SHARON: Not quite, but everybody that comes in is in mandatory quarantine now.

Right. Because people have not been following the rules, as they say in the West

Indies , if you don't hear, you will feel.
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SHARON: So they've been trusting people who know they're not well to stay home.

They've been trusting people to maintain social distance or physical distance is we're

calling it now. And while the majority of people have complied, a few fools have

ruined it for everyone. Okay. I don't know any other way to say that. So basically my

walk this morning was around my house. Okay. because I am no longer allowed to

go and walk on the golf course nearby, on the street. You have to stay in the vicinity

of your home unless you are leaving for food or medication or you are an essential

worker.

LISA: Wow.

SHARON: So that's where we are. So my solo walk this morning was a little different

in character, but at least I'm lucky I live in a warm climate. I was able to be outside.

SHARON: I was able to enjoy the fresh air. And so that's always good thinking time. I

know Lisa won't mind me revealing that we came up with the idea for this podcast on

one of those walks.

LISA: That's true. Why I think why you and I are able to effectively walk and exercise

together is because - Oh, we chat when we want - but we don't mind those quiet

moments sometimes. Just walking, appreciating nature and being in your own world

temporarily and then breaking back after a little while and engaging with the other

person, so that's a walking in a good way. What else do you do?
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SHARON: I meditate. M editation practice is newish for me, I guess I've been doing it

for maybe a year and a half. M ore than sporadically, but still not quite daily.

SHARON: But I'm now up to several times a week and I'm keeping it short because

my view is the way to build up a habit is to do something that's manageable right

now. Lisa and I are both, Reiki practitioners. So my meditation coach said, well, you

could combine this with giving yourself a Reiki treatment, just being mindful.

LISA: Oh, you have a meditation coach?

SHARON: Fran. Yes, I do. She does max meditation sessions. Fabulous. She does

max meditation sessions on Monday evenings, or at least she did until lockdown. So,

so taking us through active and passive meditation and visualizations. So that's what

I've been doing on a Monday evening. So that was my weekly practice. And what I've

been doing, since I would say about January, is trying to just build in a little time,

even if it's just 10 minutes.

SHARON: just focus on self and quiet the mind. So meditation is a big one. And

reading is always my go to. I have been reading daily for as long as I can remember

from whenever I learned to read. I think there are only two days in my life so far

where I have not read for a little while before I go to sleep. That was the day I got

married and the day my daughter was born.
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SHARON: Okay. Apart from that, I read . That's my favorite way to give myself some

time and space because if a book is really good, I can be in the same room with

people and not hear them.

LISA: I know. . I know. So, so like Sharon, Sharon, Sharon, Sharon, .

LISA: I was often in another wolrd.

SHARON: We can talk about our favorite types of books another time . But what do

you do to find yourself those quiet spaces?

LISA: So similarly to you , meditation is big. and I try to do it first thing in the morning.

It doesn't always work, but I try .

LISA: So meditation for me can take several forms. It can be either a completely

silent meditation. It can be doing a chant to myself. it can be writing affirmations,

journaling in some way, finding a way to connect to yourself and to to something

greater. . . e arly in the morning, especially like between four and 5:00 AM if you can

get up by that time, I know it sounds ridiculous, but the world is so quiet. The world is

so quiet. You feel at peace. You can hear yourself think; you can, get in touch with all

those ideas that might've gone missing during the noise of the day. Speaking of

quiet, have you noticed that one positive effect of being on lockdown is that the world

is a lot quieter. There's less traffic, there are fewer people.
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LISA: There are fewer loud conversations in the streets, I know this is hard for some

people, but I have to admit that there are some positive effects in terms of the quality

of the air. M ore quiet in the day. L ike the entire world feels like if it's on an inhale, s

o to speak. And it's admittedly somewhat scary because you know the reason why,

but if you just take any moments for what they are, it is very soothing to the spirit,

because there's just not so many things pulling at you, you know . so I definitely am

loving that part of this experience. I wish the why was different .

LISA: . so for me, finding quiet time doing yoga, which I think I mentioned at some

point, I don't know if it was on a previous episode, maybe I mentioned that. but yes,

doing yoga is, calming and quieting for me. . And then writing. I'm a writer like you

and so, I'm not talking about the writing that we do for work, not at all. Completely

different. So something creative or spiritual. So songwriting, poetry, blogs, articles,

journaling, anything that is not work related writing. . just to be creative, be in my own

world, and focus attention on what can I do to benefit myself and benefit the world,

you know

LISA: And then finally, just sometimes unplugging, just no screens. . No screens, no

listening to news, no social media, no. None of it. None of the chatter. And so just

taking, even if it's 15 minutes or an hour where you, you might take a nap or you

might just sit down, with your thoughts. no officially meditating, but just not ingesting.
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LISA: So that's what I do. I'm doing it now and I do it in general, just to carve out

quiet time. sometimes when I am at work, I've been blessed to work in some

beautiful locations. I remember once working in an office or twice, working in an

office on the Jersey city waterfront. So you could sit there, there's water or you look

across, there's the New York skyline. So just finding a quiet spot along the boardwalk

and just sitting and absorbing, nature and the beautiful view,

SHARON: just relaxing.

LISA: Oh, so good. So that's it for me.

SHARON: Okay. And now we come to our J segment - just venting. And I would like

to kick this one off because have you noticed in these days when we're supposed to

be doing physical distancing that there are some people that just cannot get the

hang of this six foot barrier thing. They don't seem to care about it at all. Yesterday I

was walking on the golf course and I tell you if I had not moved out of the way of

certain people, they would have been this close to me. Like inches apart, right. Of

course there's space, there's space. I saw people walking in groups, one guy warned

me he was coming so I could get out of the way. I appreciated that.
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SHARON: Sometimes you're coming towards somebody and you mutually agree to

slightly separate yourself. Great. But then there are the other people that give you

funny looks when you move aside. Like the other day I was walking somewhere else

and a lady said to me, so why are you moving so far away? And I'm thinking, where

have you been? Haven't you heard about physical distancing? Don't you know that

we're supposed to be trying not to get close to each other so we don't pass things

on. So that irritates me. I have to tell you.

LISA: T hat's super annoying. And most people have been okay with it. I have gotten

a couple of funny looks and I just gave a funny look right back. Like, again, like you

said, where have you been? How do you not know that this is a thing now? Right.

And also because I don't go out wearing a mask, although yesterday I was finally

able to source some. So I'm very grateful for that. I'm not wearing a mask, so

therefore to me, and I have asthma, right. So that's like an underlying conditions

already, kind of like predisposed or whatever you would call it to possibly get this

thing. And so I don't want to give it a chance, so I'm not wearing a mask. And so, no,

if you're on the sidewalk and I see that you're not making appropriate measures, I

literally cross the street.

LISA: I don't want to be near you. Right.
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SHARON: I agree with you. I mean our nearly 80 year old mother lives with me.

Okay. Older people are at risk so I don't want to be catching something and bringing

it back home and putting my family at risk. So for me anybody who cares about

about other people is going to observe physical distancing. Right.

LISA: So, six, six feet or better yet more as far as I'm concerned, at least six feet,

you know. some, some retailers definitely have been trying to help people adhere to

that. I think I mentioned at some point like Duane Reade for example, they have

spacers out on their floors.

SHARON: local supermarkets are doing the same here.

SHARON: Yes. Down here has down here is down here because otherwise people

are just like, why are you up underneath me

LISA: I'm actually kind of hoping that this will translate over. I t's like, what are we

meant to learn from this?

SHARON: That's a good question for maybe another episode, but I would like to end

the episode with a quote from Khalil Gibran, from on his poem on marriage, which I

think is appropriate to our times. And he said, " let there be spaces in their

togetherness" .

LISA: This is where we are.
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OUTRO: Thank you for listening to the Introvert Sisters. See you on the next

episode.


